2
= 0 if and only if I 2 = 0 [2, p. 129] (Kn denotes all sums of monomials of degree ^n in the Jordan ring K). It is also clear from the argument in [2] that K 2, = 0 if and only if P = 0.
The prime radical P.
If A is an associative ring then it is well known that P(A n ) = P(A) n . In this case J a is an involution acting on the associative ring A n so that by [1] 
we have P(H(A n ,J a )) = H(A nj J a ) C\ P(A n ). Thus we have P(H(A n , J a )) = H(A nj J a ) C\ P(A)
if n > 3. In this section we prove the same result for n = 3; i.e., when A is an alternative ring with identity whose symmetric elements lie in its nucleus.
LEMMA 1. If A is an alternative ring with involution j, then A is semiprime if and only if A is j-semiprime.
Proof. Clearly, if A is semiprime then it is j-semiprime. Conversely, if A is j-semiprime then it has no nilpotent j-invariant ideals. If A is not semiprime then it contains an ideal 1^0 such that I 2 = 0. Then 7 + I j is a j invariant ideal of A and (7 + I j ) 2 (I + I j ) 2 = 0. Since squares of ideals are ideals we have (7 -f I j ) 2 = 0 which implies that 7 + V = 0. Thus, 7 is zero, a contradiction.
The following lemma follows easily from Lemma 1 and the one to one correspondence between Jordan ideals of H(A nj J a ) which cube to zero and ideals of A which cube to zero. Proof. As mentioned earlier we need only concern ourselves with the case n = 3 for which A is an alternative ring with involution j whose symmetric elements lie in its nucleus. Now, for any ideal K of A, (A/K)z = A%/Kz. Therefore, if K is a j-invariant ideal of A then the involution j determines a natural involution on A/K and since A is 2-torsion free we have
LEMMA 2. If H (A n , J a ) is a Jordan ring, then H(
where H denotes 77(^4 3 , J a ) for convenience. Let K = P(A). Since A/P(A) is semiprime we conclude from Lemma 2 that 77(A 3 /P(A) 3 , J a ) and hence 77/(77 Pi
is a semiprime Jordan ring. But this implies that P{H) C
H^P(A) Z .
Conversely, by the 1 -1 correspondence between ideals of 77and7-invariant ideals of A we may assume that P(H) = H C\ 7> 3 for some j-invariant ideal B of A. Then by (4) we have 0 = P(77/(7Tn^3)) = P(HUA/B) z ,J a )).
Therefore, by Lemma 2 P(A/B) = 0 from which it follows that P{A) Ç5. Thus P (A*) C\H C B z nil = P (70 to complete the proof. 
(R) = SP(R).
If R is Jordan then P(R) C SP(R) [1] and if R is 3-torsion free alternative then
Finally it is shown in [4] that if R is a 2 and 3-torsion free alternative ring with involution and S is the Jordan ring of symmetric elements, then
P(S) = Sr\P(R).
If A is an associative ring then by [1] we have
Hence, if n > 3 and
We shall extend this to the case in which A is a 3-torsion free alternative ring with identity. Thus, throughout this section we assume that A is 3-torsion free and that H(A 3 , J a ) is a Jordan ring. Hence A is alternative with 1 with symmetric elements in the nucleus.
LEMMA 3. If A is a 3-torsion free alternative ring then SP(H(Az
, J a )) 3 H(A z ,J a )nSP{A) z .
Proof. By our earlier remarks P(H) Q SP(H) and since A is 3-torsion free, P{A) = SP{A).
By theorem 1, P{H) = Hf\P{A) z . Putting these facts together we have
SP(H) ^P(H)
= Hr\P(A) z = Hr\SP(A),.
We shall prove the inverse inclusion to Lemma 3 by a series of lemmas. 
SP(T) = rnsp(4).
Since ^4 is strongly semiprime, it follows that SP(T) = 0. Therefore yn(h = Xn = 0. In similar fashion by letting U x act on sa 2 = (sa 2 We are now able to prove the main theorem of this section. it is easy to see that b tj e tj G L(A n ) for every i,j. Therefore e u (bij Cif)e iX = &^-ew £ L{A n ) for every i, j. Therefore any finitely generated subring of (&z; g n)> the ideal of ^4 n generated by b tj e n , is nilpotent. In particular, if ri, r 2 , . . . , r k are elements of (&^), the ideal of A generated by b ijf then the subring of A n generated by fi^n, r 2 en, . . . , r k en is nilpotent. Therefore, the subring of A generated by fi, r 2 , . . . , r k is nilpotent and (Jbif) is locally nilpotent. Therefore, 6^ £ £(^4) for every i, j. Hence XI ^z^^ £ L(A) n and L(^4 n ) C If A does not contain an identity element then if we imbed A into a ring A' with 1 in the usual way then it is straightforward to see that L(A) = A r\ L(A') and L(A n ) = A n C\ L{A' n ) (this is also true as a consequence of the fact that the Levitzki radical is hereditary on associative rings). Therefore 
THEOREM 2. If A is a 3-torsion free ring with identity and J a a canonical involution on A n for n ^ 3 such that H(A n , J a ) is a Jordan ring, then SP(H(
AL{A n ) = A n C\ L{A' n ) = A n n L{A f ) n = (A H L(A')) n = L(4) n .
